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Background On 16 May 2009, a high school student in Kobe

with no history of overseas travel was reported as the first case of

influenza A pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus infection in Japan.

Subsequently, it was revealed that the infection had spread to

some cities in the Kansai region and most patients were high

school students. The number of patients decreased rapidly within

a week; however, it began to increase in the middle of July.

Methods We phylogenetically analyzed viral characteristics using

27 viruses isolated from patients living in Kobe.

Results and conclusions We demonstrated that viruses isolated

in the early phase of the outbreak were distinguishable from those

after the reappearance of patients. These findings provide genetic

evidence for the effectiveness of public health containment

measures in the Kansai region in preventing the progression of

the outbreak.

Keywords Genetic analysis, pandemic (H1N1) 2009, public

health containment measures.
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Introduction

On 16 May 2009, in Kobe, capital city of Hyogo prefecture,

a high school student with no history of overseas travel

was identified as being infected with influenza A pandemic

(H1N1) 2009 virus as the first case of domestic transmis-

sion in Japan. Subsequent investigation revealed that the

epidemic had spread among students of several high

schools in Hyogo and the neighboring prefecture, Osaka.1

As of May 17, there were more than 40 patients in Kobe,

the large majority of which were high school students. In

Hyogo and Osaka, from May 16, all public schools were

closed for one week, and most private schools, universities,

colleges, and day-care facilities were also closed according

to requests from the local governments. In Kobe, schools

that had patients continued to be closed for an extra one

or two weeks. In addition, the local government of Kobe

decided to postpone the Kobe Festival, which is an annual

festival where hundreds of thousands of people gather, and

had been arranged for May 16 and 17. Within a week, the

number of cases dropped sharply in both prefectures;2

however, some cases were still confirmed sporadically in

June and the beginning of July, when closure was imple-

mented at the class level. The number of patients gradually

increased from the middle of July through August,

although it was summer vacation at school, and rose stea-

dily in September.3,4 In Kobe, weekly reported cases per

sentinel clinic peaked in week 44, October.5

Kobe Institute of Health (KIH), which is one of the local

public health institutes in Japan, is responsible for labora-

tory confirmation of pandemic (H1N1) 2009 virus infec-

tion in patients consulting in Kobe. In compliance with the

Infectious Diseases Control Law, the Ministry of Health,

Labour and Welfare (MHLW) required to test all suspected

cases and to report all diagnosed patients until July 23. By

the end of August, 2183 cases were tested by KIH, of which

690 were positive. In this study, we analyzed full-length

sequences of the coding region of hemagglutinin (HA) and

partial sequences of neuraminidase (NA), PB2, PB1, and

NS of 27 viruses; we demonstrated that isolates in the early

phase of the outbreak were distinguishable from those after

the widespread of infection. These results suggest that the

public health containment measures, both pharmaceutical

and non-pharmaceutical, implemented in this area might

have been effective in preventing further local spread of the

infection in the first stage of the epidemic.
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Materials and methods

Laboratory confirmation of suspected cases
Nasal or throat swabs were collected from individuals, who

included not only patients but also their contact cases with-

out symptoms, and transferred to KIH. We performed tests

using a protocol of real-time RT-PCR for pandemic

(H1N1) 2009 that was provided for local public health

institutes and quarantine stations by the National Institute

of Infectious Diseases (NIID, Tokyo, Japan) on May 1.6

Specimens were then stored at )80�C until they were used

for virus isolation.

Viruses
Virus isolation was attempted on a total of 27 real-time

RT-PCR positive samples. Viruses were isolated from nasal

or throat swabs using MDCK cells in a 24-well microplate.

Viruses analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1.

Sequence and phylogenetic analysis
We extracted viral RNA using a QIAamp Viral RNA Mini

kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and amplified it using a

One Step RNA PCR kit (AMV) (Takara Bio Inc., Otsu,

Japan). PCR products were purified with a SUPREC-PCR

(Takara Bio Inc., Otsu, Japan), and nucleotide sequencing

reactions were performed with a BigDye v1.1 Cycle

Sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,

USA). We performed DNA sequencing using an Applied

Biosystems 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems).

Sequences of primers for HA and NA were kindly provided

by NIID. Those for PB2, PB1, and NS are available upon

request. Analyzed regions of each gene segment are listed

Table 1. Pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses isolated from patients in Kobe

Virus Patient

Week of

onset

Accession no*

(HA, NA, PB2, PB1, NS)

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9015 ⁄ 2009 Student 20 AB568123, AB568124, AB568125, AB568126, AB568127

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9109 ⁄ 2009 Student 20 AB568128, AB568129, AB568130, AB568131, AB568132

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9154 ⁄ 2009 Student 20 AB568133, AB568134, AB568135, AB568136, AB568137

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9185 ⁄ 2009 Student 20 AB568138, AB568139, AB568140, AB568141, AB568142

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9336 ⁄ 2009� Student 19 AB568143, AB568144, AB568145, AB568146, AB568147

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 9358 ⁄ 2009 Student 21 AB568148, AB568149, AB568150, AB568151, AB568152

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91248 ⁄ 2009 Student 22 AB568153, AB568154, AB568155, AB568156, AB568157

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91508 ⁄ 2009 Student� 26 AB568158, AB568159, AB568160, AB568161, AB568162

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91524 ⁄ 2009 Overseas traveler 26 AB568163, AB568164, AB568165, AB568166, AB568167

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91533 ⁄ 2009 Student 27 AB568168, AB568169, AB568170, AB568171, AB568172

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91537 ⁄ 2009 Student 27 AB568173, AB568174, AB568175, AB568176, AB568177

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91559 ⁄ 2009 Student 27 AB568178, AB568179, AB568180, AB568181, AB568182

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91569 ⁄ 2009 Overseas traveler 28 AB568183, AB568184, AB568185, AB568186, AB568187

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91571 ⁄ 2009 Student 28 AB568188, AB568189, AB568190, AB568191, AB568192

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91585 ⁄ 2009 Overseas traveler 28 AB568193, AB568194, AB568195, AB568196, AB568197

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91586 ⁄ 2009 Student 29 AB568198, AB568199, AB568200, AB568201, AB568202

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91615 ⁄ 2009 Overseas traveler 29 AB568203, AB568204, AB568205, AB568206, AB568207

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91660 ⁄ 2009 Overseas traveler 31 AB568208, AB568209, AB568210, AB568211, AB568212

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91709 ⁄ 2009 Student 31 AB568213, AB568214, AB568215, AB568216, AB568217

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91738 ⁄ 2009 Student 31 AB568218, AB568219, AB568220, AB568221, AB568222

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91780 ⁄ 2009 Student 31 AB568223, AB568224, AB568225, AB568226, AB568227

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91799 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568228, AB568229, AB568230, AB568231, AB568232

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91821 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568233, AB568234, AB568235, AB568236, AB568237

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91823 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568238, AB568239, AB568240, AB568241, AB568242

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91825 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568243, AB568244, AB568245, AB568246, AB568247

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91873 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568248, AB568249, AB568250, AB568251, AB568252

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 91890 ⁄ 2009 Student 32 AB568253, AB568254, AB568255, AB568256, AB568257

Virus below was isolated and sequenced by NIID

A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 1 ⁄ 2009 Student 20 GQ219577, GQ220773, GQ222054, GQ222045, GQ223429

HA, hemagglutinin; NA, neuraminidase.

*Five consecutive accession numbers correspond to HA, NA, PB2, PB1 and NS of each virus, respectively.

�Isolated from the first specimen collected in Kobe.

�The first patient in the school was a contact case of an overseas traveler.
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in Table 2. Obtained data were compared with available

sequence data from the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) Influenza Virus Resource database.7

Nucleotide sequences were aligned with ClustalW, and

neighbor-joining trees were constructed with NJplot.8 The

accession numbers are listed in Table 1.

Results

Laboratory confirmation of suspected cases
Almost all individuals with influenza-like symptoms who

consulted their doctors in Kobe by July 23 were laboratory-

confirmed in KIH. We show the numbers of tested and

positive cases by the date of confirmation from May 15

through August 31, because limited information about

onset date was available (Figure 1). In the first week of the

epidemic, the positive rate was low although many cases

were tested. The number of positive cases decreased rapidly

and, from June 11 through June 22, no positive cases were

confirmed with the exception of two imported cases. The

first cluster after this period appeared in one school, which

started with a contact case of an out-of-town patient who

had returned from abroad. Surveillance that involved

testing all suspected cases was replaced by routine sentinel

surveillance, pathogen surveillance, school absentee sur-

veillance, cluster surveillance, and hospital admission

surveillance for severe cases after a notice from MHLW on

July 24.9 This notice indicated the need to perform labora-

tory confirmation of the first case of a cluster and severe

cases that needed hospitalization by real-time RT-PCR.

However, in Kobe, an original surveillance system contain-

ing more than 300 sentinel clinics had been established to

detect patients by laboratory confirmation; therefore,

samples of consulting individuals were actually tested for a

while as before the notice from MHLW, and we tested

2183 samples by the end of August, of which 690 were

positive.

Genetic analysis of viruses isolated from patients
To analyze the phylogenetic relationship among 27 isolates,

we compared nucleotide sequences of the full-length coding

region of HA and partial sequences of NA, PB2, PB1, and

NS (Table 2). Schools with patients were found in every

ward in Kobe; therefore, we chose two or three viruses iso-

lated from patients belonging to one school from each

ward and also those from overseas travelers. Then, we ana-

lyzed the 27 isolates together with sequences available from

public databases that included data of A ⁄ Kobe ⁄ 1 ⁄ 2009 iso-

lated by NIID from a patient in Kobe. Phylogenetic analy-

ses of PB2 (Figure 2B) and NS (Figure 2C) showed that all

viruses isolated from patients confirmed before June 11 in

Kobe (designated as earlier viruses) clustered in one group

Table 2. Analyzed regions in this study

Segment

Analyzed regions

of nucleotides*

Length of

nucleotides

HA 1–1701 1701

NA 727–1058 332

PB2 1613–2069 457

PB1 95–483 389

NS 259–788 530

HA, hemagglutinin; NA, neuraminidase.

*Count from start codon.
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Figure 1. Number of tested (bars) and

positive (line) cases from May 15 through

August 31 in Kobe. From May 16 through 24

(A), all public schools and most private

schools, universities, colleges, and day-care

facilities were closed in Hyogo and Osaka.

From May 25 through June 2 (B), schools that

had patients were closed. From June 3

through 8 (C), all classes in one grade in one

school that had patients were closed. *Only

dates when laboratory confirmation was

performed are shown.
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A B

Figure 2. Phylogenetic analyses of hemagglutinin (HA) (A), PB2 (B) and NS (C) genes of influenza A pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses. Analyses were

based on nucleotide sequences of each gene listed in Table 2. Numbers after strain names (e.g. 20 w) show the week of onset (viruses in Kobe) or

sample collection (viruses from databases). Red indicates viruses isolated from patients confirmed before June 11 in Kobe. Green indicates those

confirmed after June 22. Blue indicates those of imported cases. All trees were rooted to A ⁄ swine ⁄ Indiana ⁄ 9K035 ⁄ 99(H1N2). Scale bars indicate

nucleotide substitutions per site.
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(shown in red in Figures 2 and 3). We also analyzed

sequences of PB2 and NS of the virus isolated from a

patient tested on June 10 and confirmed that it was from

the same group (data not shown). This group only con-

sisted of isolates in the Kansai region at the beginning of

the epidemic (Amagasaki, Himeji, Sakai and Shiga are the

names of cities or prefectures in the Kansai region), and no

viruses containing the same sequences as earlier viruses

were found in databases except for these. Interestingly, one

strain isolated in Shiga in May, A ⁄ Shiga ⁄ 1 ⁄ 2009 (marked

with two asterisks in figures), was located in a different

cluster from that of earlier viruses. Meanwhile, viruses iso-

lated from patients confirmed after June 22 (designated as

later viruses) were separated into other clusters (shown in

blue or green).

Unlike for PB2 and NS, earlier viruses did not form an

independent cluster in the phylogenetic tree of the HA gene

(Figure 2A). However, two nucleotide changes were

detected at positions 1408 and 658, and earlier and later

viruses were distinguished by these changes. All earlier

viruses contained C1408 and T658, while all later viruses

contained T1408 and 16 of them contained A658. In con-

trast, there was no obvious difference between earlier and

later viruses in the NA and PB1 genes (Figure 3).

We analyzed nucleotides including regions associating

with resistance to oseltamivir and pathogenicity of influ-

enza A virus as follows: amino acids at positions 275 of

NA and 627 of PB2 and PB1-F2, and C-terminal residues

of NS1. All 27 viruses contained H275 of NA and E627 of

PB2 did not express PB1-F2 and lacked C-terminal residues

of NS1. These features were the same as other pandemic

(H1N1) 2009 viruses in public databases, which meant that

there was no noticeable mutation responsible for the

change of characteristics in these 27 viruses.

Discussion

Little is known about the initial outbreak of influenza A

pandemic (H1N1) 2009 in Kobe, Japan. In this study, we

analyzed this epidemic by genetic analysis. Phylogenetic

analyses of PB2, NS, and HA revealed that the origin of

earlier viruses was different from that of the later viruses.

This indicates that the reappearance and increase in the

number of patients after June 22 were not caused by

viruses directly derived from those that circulated among

high school students in May but by a variety of viruses that

entered from outside the city. Furthermore, although pan-

demic (H1N1) 2009 began to spread throughout Japan

from the middle of June, and all prefectures were affected

by July 16,9 we could not find viruses with the same PB2,

NS, and HA as earlier viruses in public databases, with the

exception of those isolated from patients in the Kansai

region in May. These results provide strong support that

C

Figure 2. (Continued)
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic analyses of neuraminidase (NA) (A) and PB1 (B) genes of influenza A pandemic (H1N1) 2009 viruses. Analyses were based on

nucleotide sequences of each gene listed in Table 2. Numbers after strain names (e.g. 20 w) show the week of sample collection. Red indicates

viruses isolated from patients in Kobe confirmed before June 11. Green indicates those confirmed after June 22. Blue indicates those of imported

cases. Trees of NA and PB1 were rooted to A ⁄ swine ⁄ Spain ⁄ 53207 ⁄ 2004(H1N1) and A ⁄ swine ⁄ Indiana ⁄ 9K035 ⁄ 99(H1N2), respectively. Scale bars

indicate nucleotide substitutions per site.
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earlier viruses in the Kansai region were contained there

and could not be direct predecessors of viruses that caused

epidemics in other prefectures in Japan. One exception, an

isolate in Shiga, was thought to have entered Japan via a

different route around the same time as the first outbreak.

However, viruses considered as descendants of it were not

found in databases, and this suggests that it might also

have been contained, as were other earlier viruses, by

simultaneous implementation of public health measures in

the Kansai region. Epidemiological studies show that the

first outbreak in the Kansai region was contained,1,10 and

our results are consistent with these. We confirmed two

imported cases from June 11 to 23, and the first cluster

after this period was derived from an imported case. In

addition, phylogenetic trees of later viruses indicate that

some viruses with different origins were circulating in Kobe

simultaneously. These suggest that, as pandemic (H1N1)

2009 continued to spread worldwide, various viruses prob-

ably entered Japan, in both unaffected and affected areas,

by international and domestic human migration. Conse-

quently, the number of sporadic cases increased all over

Japan, and they seemed to be the cause of the epidemic in

each area.

Infection control of influenza among school-aged chil-

dren has been considered one of the most effective strate-

gies to mitigate the social burdens caused by influenza.11

Thus, school closures are included in the guidelines for

pandemic influenza as a strict containment measure in

many countries, including Japan and United States.12,13

Although data on the efficacy of school closures are still

limited,14 results from epidemiological studies based on

simulation modeling have been accumulated recently.15–19

In the first outbreak in the Kansai region, most patients

were high school students, and some epidemiological stud-

ies suggest that school closures contributed to reduce the

number of cases.1,2 In Kobe, we confirmed a few cases of

students congregating in other places even though they were

advised to stay at home during school closures. This might

indicate that it was necessary and successful to implement

measures to keep students away from one another to

prevent transmission among them and mitigation of the

first outbreak in the Kansai region. On the other hand,

during school closures, some non-pharmaceutical measures

including canceling events and encouraging personal and

community hygiene were also implemented in parallel.

Moreover, in Japan, people can easily access medical care;

therefore, families and health-care workers received antiviral

prophylaxis at the beginning of the epidemic, while the

effects of this prophylaxis in Kobe have not been proved

yet.20 After the reappearance of patients, large-scale school

closures were no longer practical, so that closure was imple-

mented at the class level. In addition, as pandemic spread

globally, it seemed that people paid less attention to hygiene

than the beginning of outbreak. As a result, it is difficult to

isolate and characterize the effectiveness of each measure

separately; however, the disappearance of viruses is evidence

that the combination of these measures was effective in

slowing the spread of pandemic (H1N1) 2009 in the early

stage of the epidemic. In the next pandemic, if an outbreak

occurs under similar conditions, in a limited area or

population, the measures performed during this outbreak in

Japan may be valid to contain viruses and mitigate the

impact. At the same time, implementation of social distanc-

ing measures such as school closures and canceling events is

still controversial because of their economic and social

burdens; therefore, we should consider how to lighten them

by flexible planning according to the characteristics of the

pandemic virus.

As of May 2010, pandemic influenza activity remains

low in many countries21 and this is an opportunity for us

to improve programs for influenza pandemic on the basis

of our experiences obtained in 2009 so that we can take

action more appropriately depending on the situation. In

addition, it is essential to maintain a continuous and

steady surveillance system for influenza even in interpan-

demic periods, because this enabled us to detect the first

case in Kobe, to respond rapidly to an outbreak and

detect antigenic and pathogenetic changes in viruses. This

will be very useful in a future pandemic as well as sea-

sonal influenza.
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